Our programme for end users & corporates
We help large organisations to accelerate their technological innovation process, connecting them with an ecosystem of startups and SMEs that are experts in advanced technologies and propose disruptive solutions.

We are your innovation ecosystem with deep tech

We offer you...

- Know-how on innovation with deep tech
- Access to talent
- Technology radar
- Visibility and positioning
- Involvement in macro projects
We support R&D, innovation, production or quality units in identifying technological innovation challenges and transforming them into innovation projects, boosting the company’s level of competitiveness.

We support corporate venturing units in identifying spinoffs and startups with high value propositions for the company, and we accompany them in the process of integrating these external innovations within the organisation, boosting the company's level of competitiveness.
Our formula. We connect you to the future.

A methodology endorsed by more than 500 companies in 30 industrial sectors.

**Discover**
- **Deep tech training.** Practical training session on state-of-the-art and upcoming evolutions of the different deep technologies.
- **Challenge approach** Accompanying large industrial companies in the definition, by iterations, of technical requirements for a specific technological challenge.

**Explore**
- **Deep tech scouting** Identification of the best technologies and partners to solve a specific research or innovation challenge.
- **5 Star Pitches** Sessions designed to connect with the most innovative emerging technology startups of the moment. The aim is to generate relationships and collaborative innovation that boost both the competitiveness of large companies and the viability of the startup.

**Generate**
- **Innovation Workshops** Technical innovation sessions moderated by specialists, applying our own highly effective methodology. They are aimed at deepening the technical knowledge of the challenges and discussing the different options for tackling them.
- **Pre-projects working groups** We apply effective facilitation methodologies to create a collaborative project in a very short time and connect it to sources of R&D&I funding.
Open Innovation Club.

Aimed at executives of the large companies that lead the rankings of investment in R&D&I, the objective of our OIC is to promote collaborative innovation between these large companies and the leading experts in deep tech.
Already leading the future...
Seeking pioneers. Are you in?

Pricing plan
according to annual revenue in the last closed financial year*

Complete Programme
Includes: deep tech training, challenge approach, tech scouting and programme ‘Generate’ at reduced prices.

- < 10M€: 295€/month
- 10M€ - 50M€: 355€/month
- 50M€ - 200M€: 425€/month
- 200M€ - 500M€: 495€/month
- 500M€ - 1000M€: 555€/month
- > 1000M€: 595€/month

Discover
- Deep tech Training: 1200€
- Challenge Approach: 900€
  * included for programme members

Explore
- Tech Scouting: 3500€
  * 2900€ for members
- Working Groups: 1200€
  * 1200€ for members

Generate
- Innovation Workshop: 15000€
  * 4500€ for members
- Working Groups: 4500€
  * 1200€ for members

* Minimum period of membership is 1 year.
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